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Drawing from a longitudinal case study, we inspect the activities of an expanding team of scientists and their
collaborators as they sought to develop a novel software pipeline that worked both for themselves and for
their wider community. We argue that these two tasks — making the software work for themselves and also
for their wider scientific community — could not be differentiated from each other at the beginning of the
software development process. Rather, this division of labor and software capacities emerged, articulated by
the actors themselves as they went about their tasks. The activities of making the novel software “work” at all,
and the "extra work" of making that software repurposable or reusable could not be distinguished until near
the end of the development process — rather than defined or structured in advance. We discuss implications
for the trajectory of software development, and the practical work of making software repurposable.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Scientific software tools and analysis pipelines are increasingly coming to be conceived as objects
of coordination, as things that are mobile, reusable, generic, sustainable, or considered a community
resource. As increasingly central resources in scientific practice, such tools have been swept up
in broader movements, such as open science [13, 46] and reproducibility [17]. There are growing
expectations that the software that researchers produce in the course of their work will end up
finding new uses within their larger collaborative milieu, or even in other “domains” [56]. Prior
studies have framed this problem as a tension between “specialist applications and generic solutions”
[21], or between “professional end-user development” and coding for others [60], or as a transition
from a “personal tool” to a “community resource” [74]. These characterizations frame slightly
different problems, but they all bear close relevance to long-running discussions in CSCW, such as
that on the creation of common information spaces (e.g., [2]) and on infrastructure [66].

Efforts to address these problems emerging around scientific software have encountered difficul-
ties that are both familiar and unfamiliar to these discussions. It has become clear that developing
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research software tools for others is a significantly different venture than developing that software
for a single user or small scientific team. Making software reusable also demands quite a bit of
“extra work” and increased coordinative complexity [74]. What new tasks are required, who will
do it, and how that work will be organized within the context of academic research labs and career
trajectories is an extremely pressing issue [59, 61].
In this paper we examine not just how people in the sciences manage the increased amount

of work associated with the project of making repurposable software, but how they reorganize
themselves around it. Through a longitudinal investigation; drawing on participant observation
[14], documentary analysis, and historical investigation [63]; we develop a longitudinal account of
the development of a research pipeline in the ocean sciences as it transitions from a tool developed
for a single primary use case to one that supports many different kinds of research in neighboring
subfields. We use the term pipeline here to frame a collection of scripts and software packages
assembled by researchers into a set of sequential data processing and analysis steps. The pipeline
in question is the software component of a larger instrument [i.e. a flow cytometer, 34] that aims
to provide high-resolution maps of phytoplankton communities. This specific instrument and its
attendant software pipeline, which here we will simply call SeaFlow, is intended for use by a number
of closely related subfields in oceanography — in sum the instrument will generate data and findings
for multiple disciplinary fields. SeaFlow and the data that it produces are also new resources for
certain oceanographic research groups, and we track efforts to stabilize its novel use within these
sciences — that is, we focus not on just how the pipeline is made to “work” for many disciplinary
users, but also to make it “work” at all as a scientific instrument detecting phytoplankton.
Our initial analysis led us to ask: How do members of an academic research lab organize their

work in the process of making their research software pipeline repurposable? We use the notion of
infrastructure as a sensitizing concept to characterize what it means for the SeaFlow pipeline
to become a community resource, or in our terms “repurposable”. In particular we draw on one
characteristic of Star and Ruhleder’s [66] original formulation of infrastructure: the reach or scope
of infrastructure across sites of work, and the attendant efforts to reconcile tensions between local
and global requirements. Drawing on the concept of articulation work, we examine three points in
the development of the pipeline where new relations between people and their respective tasks
and responsibilities are worked out through interaction. As we will demonstrate, these inflection
points were also articulation processes [69] at which significant distinctions were made in roles or
kinds of work on the pipeline.

We argue that this coordinative work of negotiating different relations to the work of the pipeline
is what allows it to become a repurposable resource. We also explore how the tasks that emerged
in the process of making the software pipeline repurposable did not fall cleanly into a pre-existing
matrix of discrete tasks and responsibilities. It is only over time that these actors came to define
specific tasks that could be called the “technical work" of making the software reusable rather than
the “scientific work” of making the instrument fit for the tasks of oceanography. In concluding
sections of this paper, we examine how work roles — understood as negotiated in-situ, rather than
clearly demarcatable in advance — have consequences for how CSCW research can and should
inform software development itself. We provide further background on scientific software and
CSCW research on infrastructure in the literature review and provide more detail on the pipeline
under study in the site description.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 The Reuse of Scientific Software
Scientific software has been a site for the study of collaboration for a long time, with studies
focusing on the sharing of computational workflows [22], the coordination of software work
[42, 73], and scientists as end-user developers [59]. More recently this stream of research has fed
into a broader movement, involving funding bodies and researchers themselves, aimed at facilitating
and improving scientific software development in a more proactive way. There have been calls for
actively building communities around software development and maintenance in the sciences [24],
and a number of institutes and organizations have emerged to facilitate this [44, 65, 75]. There are
also programs such as the carpentries [8], which aim to train researchers in programming practice.
The motivation for these efforts comes from a variety of distinct but connected issues related to
scientific software, including notions of robustness, reuse [26, 40], reproducibility and replication
[17, 67], sustainability [9, 53], and openness [28]. These varied concerns have produced broad
and diverse efforts to improve the practice of software development in the sciences, including the
creation of institutes and organizations for facilitating scientific software development [44, 65, 75].

While much of the literature has focused on software development practice (that is, the practices
that researchers use in developing software and the development of best practices), there has also
been increasing attention paid to this issue as one of organization and coordination. Attention has
turned towards providing institutional organizational support for scientific software work [10],
as well as towards the careers of the diverse array of people who make and maintain research
software. This includes those that Berente et al. [4] collect under the term “cyberinfrastructure
personnel”, research software engineers (RSEs) [3, 11, 62] , and the various capacities emerging
around data work [43, 51]. In these roles the problem of making software infrastructural becomes
one of coordinating different kinds of work and professional identities. This is most evident in the
different difficulties experienced by scientists and RSEs working on scientific software: software
work does not easily fit into scientists’ reward structures [27], while conversely RSEs have a hard
time constructing a career trajectory within the academic and laboratory reward structures in
which they find themselves [9].

What we want to draw out of these different observations is that the project of making scientific
software reusable, replicable, sustainable, and so on, has a number of coordinative dimensions.
In many sciences people are reorganizing around this demand, both in terms of how researchers
collaborate with each other, and also in terms of the emergence of new roles and kinds of work.

2.2 Organizing Infrastructure
CSCW and related fields can provide a wealth of literature on how information systems “scale
up” and come to be shared across communities of people. The concept of common information
spaces captures the effort to put information “in common”, requiring the effort of different groups
to understand each other’s contexts (of production and use) across potentially large physical and
temporal distances [2]. Bertelsen and Bødker [5] demonstrate that for such large information spaces,
the goal is not a summative, uniform view across all people, but rather views respective to a person’s
locale and their immediate responsibilities and information needs. This points our attention towards
a more varied topology of visibility and accounting between different coordinating people and
groups.

Star and Ruhleder [66] note that infrastructure must reach across sites of work and their attendant
problems, and reconciles the different needs and interests of each. In this understanding a distinction
is produced between “global” and “local” aspects of the pipeline; parts of the pipeline which are
specific to the activities of different groups and work which is deemed general across them. In this
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way it is made ready-to-hand for different use cases. Studies of research infrastructure, as well
as “cyberinfrastructure” projects, have examined a variety of problems that come along with the
proposition of making research tools and data formats into community resources. These include
problems of coordinating diverse groups of stakeholders [37], sustainability and change over time
[12, 30, 54, 54], and the construction of communities [32, 55]. While many of these are relevant to
the problem of making robust software, we focus specifically on the evolving interactions between
different stakeholders.

In grappling with the oftentimes non-linear development of infrastructural systems, notions of
emergence, defined as processes whereby action and interactions result in global behavior of the
system [58], occasionally appear in the CSCW literature [38, 45]. This aspect of ongoing change
is explicitly modeled in the concept of “infrastructuring” [31, 33], which focuses on the way that
infrastructures are shaped and reshaped in an ongoing way by communities. In this characterization
change is continual, and continuity is produced in the juxtaposition of new uses and designs with
older forms. While we are not adopting a participatory design approach, this work guided our
analysis by pointing us to the ways that infrastructures are continually reshaped through the
layered and successive interventions of human and technical actors [49, 50].

The project under study in this case is not an infrastructure already, but rather is an endeavor to
make a tool infrastructural. Our focus therefore is not only on change over time, but specifically on
the transition from a personal tool, designed in a top-down way, to the creation of a resource that
is responsive to different stakeholder groups, and embedded in their diverse practices. In order to
render this process in detail, we draw on the concept of articulation work and the segmentation
and differentiation of subworlds [68]. The concepts of articulation work and articulation process
provide a robust framework for examining how divisions of labor come into being on projects and
teams [1, 15, 16, 23]. The notion of articulation work [69] points our examination towards the kinds
of work involved in shaping and relating other tasks in an ordered work process. In this way our
longitudinal investigation provides a handle on tasks and the interrelating of tasks as an emergent
phenomenon in the development of software that works for one task and can also be repurposed to
another.
In more recent years, the concept has also served as an analytical lens to help deepen the

understanding of managing globally distributed software development work [20, 41]. Boden et al.
[6], for instance, use it to highlight the importance of informal, often invisible processes in the
organizing of remote software development projects. We use it, firstly, because it aims at capturing,
as Strauss puts it: “how organizational process contributes to project order” [70]. Secondly, it
includes a focus on temporality in terms of actors’ management of contingencies. While this is
often used to account for breakdowns or disruptions, we consider contingency and emergence as
characteristic of the research software we are studying here. The segmentation of subworlds was
an earlier foray of Strauss’ into examining the somewhat larger junctures between subworlds and
how different subworlds are differentiated or come to be connected [68].

3 RESEARCH SITE AND METHODS
Our research site is a scientific instrument development project which has been ongoing since
2008. The goal of this project is the development of an underway flow cytometer and its attendant
software pipeline, together called SeaFlow, which has been developed for creating high-resolution
maps of the distribution and abundance of marine phytoplankton in surface waters. These plant-like
organisms are the foundation of the marine food web and responsible for nearly half the earth’s
annual production of oxygen and organic carbon [18]. As a result, capturing information on the
temporal and spatial distributions of phytoplankton communities is critical for understanding how
these organisms shape and are shaped by their environmental conditions (e.g. nutrient availability,
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temperature, and light). Flow cytometry has served as a powerful technique for studying the
dynamics of phytoplankton for the past three decades by allowing researchers to measure the optical
properties of thousands of individual cells per second [64]. However, the instrument described
in this paper was designed specifically to capture the smallest kinds of phytoplankton in ocean
environments, with the goal of better understanding where these tiny organisms are found in the
open ocean, how they are responding to environmental perturbations (e.g., warming oceans) and
why.

The larger project encompasses the development of the hardware instrument, the deployment
and data collection process, the development of software for processing and analyzing the data,
and finally the process of publishing or distributing the data products. The term pipeline could
productively be applied to this whole process, but here we focus on the software for processing and
analyzing the data. In more formal software engineering and computer science definitions a pipeline
is constituted by a set of sequential, software-defined processing steps, each of which accepts the
output of another as input. In research settings these might consist of a mix of custom scripts and
software packages assembled by researchers for the purpose of transforming and analyzing data
products. Pipelines are closely related to “workflows” [22], and a pipeline could itself be collected
together and shared as a singular software “package.” The notion of a pipeline also forefronts the
relationship between software development work and a sequential process of data transformation
and analysis [7, 47].

In the case of the SeaFlow project, the software pipeline turns the output of the flow cytometer
into data usable in further analysis or publication. In operation, the SeaFlow flow cytometer sits
aboard an oceanographic research vessel and receives a continuous stream of water from the
ocean via an intake line provided by the vessel. The cytometer operates by passing this seawater
across a laser and measuring light scatter from pigments within their individual cells — these data
require significant further processing for human interpretation and use. The “SeaFlow pipeline” in
our usage is the set of sequential software-defined processing steps developed to take these early
stage data products and transform and analyze them. The entanglement of software and data was
therefore a connection that was enforced by our field site. When we asked questions about the
structure, accessibility, publication, and format of SeaFlow flow cytometry data, the responses often
led back to the constraints and contingencies of software development work.

The project is situated within a biological oceanography research lab at the University of Wash-
ington, but it is only one of a number of ongoing research projects in the lab. By the time of writing
the SeaFlow project had become a small sub-team within the lab, including a number of research
scientists, technicians, an instrument engineer, as well as students who come and go from the
project. The core of the group developing the pipeline are therefore located within the same lab
and meet once a week in that context. However, as the project grew, it came to involve the interests
of individuals and communities in other labs and institutions. In this sense we have followed the
nascent stages of the pipeline as an infrastructural resource, with the pipeline only taking on some
of the qualities of infrastructure towards the end of the first author’s observation.

3.1 Methods
The fourth author negotiated entree with the PI of a lab involved in several projects, including the
SeaFlow project, beginning in 2008. She has, with collaborators, subsequently maintained relations
with members of the field site. At the time of writing, the first author has been studying the SeaFlow
project for six years as a participant observer, attending weekly project meetings, ad hoc meetings,
and conducting interviews concurrently with observation. Our initial interview sample focused
on members of the SeaFlow project team, including those who attended weekly project meetings,
anyone identified as being a contributor to the project by the principal investigators, and those
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noted as being interested in using SeaFlow data during meetings. This resulted in interviews with
12 participants, as well as follow up interviews with core members of the SeaFlow project. In total,
22 interviews were conducted.
The first author’s period of observation began in 2015, but the period of the development of

the pipeline that we trace in this paper spans from 2008 onward. Recollections from interviews,
scientific publications, and other documents were used to fill out the early years of the project, as
well as discussions about the past which occurred in lab meetings, during the initial enrollment of
the field site, and observations by the first author and a research assistant. Documents included
software code on GitHub, data collection and instrument operation protocols, and email exchanges
between members. Interviews were also conducted with previous members of the project. For
instance, core members of the project who left in 2014 were interviewed in 2016, at their new
positions at other universities, to gather their recollections of working on the project.

The first author continuously inquired about how they collected, processed, analyzed, and shared
data from different oceanographic research cruises. In addition, the first author regularly chatted
more informally with participants about how the software pipeline was being used and iterated
upon. We have attempted to collect a wide range of perspectives on the project. However, the
primary research scientist leading the project, Roger, was a central source of activity in initiating and
maintaining connections with these other stakeholders, and for that reason he plays a prominent
role in our narrative. Accounts provided by other members of the team and external collaborators
are used for constant comparison [14] throughout. We use pseudonyms to refer to all project
members in this paper.

3.2 Data Analysis
Throughout data collection we employed a qualitative data analysis approach in which concepts,
categories, and theories were developed in a process of frequently returning to the empirical data
[14]. Our initial open coding helped characterize the overall landscape of the SeaFlow team’s
research work: how they produced data, components of their software pipeline to further probe,
and various external collaborators involved in the project. This focused our attention in particular
on the progressive size and variety of the group of people associated with the project. Through
directed coding we developed more specific concerns focused on how the SeaFlow project grew
and relationships established with new stakeholders, such as downstream data users. Codes were
discussed and refined collectively by the authors, focusing especially on making sense of what
was meant by categories deployed by those involved in the SeaFlow project, such as “user” and
“developer.” These codes were refined through discussion amongst the authors and lead to theoretical
sampling of follow-up interviews with specific stakeholders. Some codes were separated off as being
out of scope (the work of data collection, for instance) as the focus on software development work
grew. Themes that were covered in our final set of codes involved on the one hand the different
kinds of work necessary for making a data type generalizable, and on the other the coordination of
specialized skill sets required to make this work possible.

4 FINDINGS
The longitudinal character of our engagement with the SeaFlow project allowed us to examine
the pipeline in terms of its long-running and continual organizational change. Beginning in 2009,
the SeaFlow pipeline expanded from a set of scripts developed primarily by one researcher to the
work of a small team engaged with multiple external communities of researchers. We focus on
particular points of articulation in order to organize the findings below through four vignettes.
These are not points in time, but rather significant interactions between important stakeholders
through which work processes were negotiated and reordered. Some of these interactions extend
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over years. The first vignette describes the earliest stage of development and serves as a basis for
comparison with the following three. Vignette 2 follows the effort of a student to make use of
the pipeline in a novel geographic location, which constituted the project’s first “user”; vignette
3 follows the work of a research consultant who joined the project and took on "technical” tasks
of “hardening” and optimizing the software of the pipeline; and vignette 4 follows a more distant
reuse as a unrelated research team adopted the pipeline’s data products for their own use cases.
This could be described as a process of the tool becoming a community resource [74] or becoming
“generic” [52]. Here we will use the term repurposable because it highlights the effort involved
in making a tool work for a new purpose. Across this trajectory, the pipeline gains the property
of repurposability, becoming easier (but not easy) to adapt to novel goals. Simultaneously, the
labor of working on the pipeline becomes parsed into its “scientific” and software “technical”
components. As we will show, achieving repurposabability and distinguishing the scientific from
the technical happen together, emerge over time, and were simply not there at all in the earliest
stages of development – which is where we begin.

Fig. 1. Bars indicate the time over which the coordination described in each vignette occurred. The bottom
bar indicates the period of the first author’s involvement in the field site.

4.1 Vignette 1: Making SeaFlowWork (for Roger)
During the early period of the development of the pipeline, it was meant primarily for a particular
scientific use case of interest to Roger and members of his lab. The pipeline itself was a collection
of scripts, written in R, and developed primarily by Roger himself. Over a number of years, Roger
accompanied the SeaFlow instrument on regular oceanographic research cruises between Hawaii
and Seattle. On these cruises he developed the software in “real time”, processing data generated
by the instrument and altering his scripts to address problems and anomalies that emerged. The
criteria for the development of the software at this point were the contingencies of a specific
research problem: representing specific populations of phytoplankton in the Pacific Ocean in terms
of abundance counts (the number of organisms) while the research vessel was underway. The data
produced by the pipeline could potentially be quite useful to members of his lab and to the larger
field, but when asked about whether he intended the early version of the software to be used by
others, Roger emphasized that at this point he was primarily focused on the immediate scientific
problem of making sense of the data produced by the SeaFlow instrument:

“And it was not really meant originally...SeaFlow was really at the start...I didn’t know
if other people would be interested in this data anyway. So really, we didn’t build it
in the sense that, ‘oh this is going to be really...It has to be flexible, it has to be...We’re
going to be having different people using it.’ So it was really not built in this direction.
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Because that was not the first concern. We had first, can we make sense of this data,
and so flowPhyto was more like an exploratory tool. And then when we were like this
data seemed to make sense. And then we realized that flowPhyto was not really built
to share with other people” (Roger, Research Scientist).

Roger refers to the pipeline with an earlier name of the software, “flowPhyto”. He contrasts the
exploratory nature of the software at this point with “flexible” software to be used by different
people. Initially he was surprised that it was even possible for his pipeline to measure the small
celled phytoplankton called prochlorococcus (early on, in portions we do not recount, he was not
even sure if what he was seeing was a real organism, dismissing it as ‘noise’). Working at sea,
Roger ran through the whole pipeline process repeatedly, running seawater through the instrument,
processing the data immediately with his scripts, and examining the output as visualizations.
Anomalies in these visualizations came to turn Roger’s attention, for instance, to the alignment of
the laser in the flow cytometer, or to a particular part of the code where misaligned readings are
filtered out, and so on. Roger moves from earlier steps to final output and then back, reworking parts
of the pipeline in relation to what he sees in the data outputs. Through this iterative redevelopment
of the pipeline Roger attempts to remove noise and compare what he is seeing to predictions about
population changes in prior studies, and it is only at the end of this ‘tuning’ process that he begins
to become confident in the results that the pipeline is revealing. This work was done entirely in the
Pacific Ocean, and with a focus on what another member of the SeaFlow project would call the
“blue blue waters around Hawaii” (Yvonne, Research Scientist).

This period of development could be characterized as a kind of end-user development insofar
as the goal of developing the software was a specific scientific use case, rather than for a large
number of users with varying needs [35, 59]. It is also similar to what Howison and Herbsleb [27]
call “incidental software”, which is motivated entirely by its usefulness for an immediate scientific
problem.While Roger and others in his lab were aware that the pipeline and the data that it produces
could be more broadly useful, at this stage Roger was not yet engaging the divergent needs of
different stakeholders nor the concerns of sustainability and robustness of the software. Rather,
the primary concern was whether the software could be made to work at all as an instrument for
sensing particular populations of phytoplankton. In the following anecdotes, Roger along with
new contributors, will attempt to make the pipeline useful to other research problems, which
means making it useful in new environments (coastal waters), using it to detect different species of
phytoplankton, and representing those populations with new kinds of measures. As Roger states
above, it was not until the pipeline was turned to new use cases that developing the generic or
repurposable characteristics of the pipeline became salient.

4.2 Vignette 2: The First New Purposes for the Pipeline
Our second vignette follows an inflection point in the development of the pipeline as a new doctoral
student, Harriet, sought to use the scripts that Roger had developed for her own research projects.
This constituted the first of a number of efforts to repurpose the SeaFlow pipeline to a new use
case and prompted a great deal of change to the software of the pipeline as well as to the processes
by which it was developed.
Harriet was a doctoral student within the same laboratory as Roger but was attempting to use

the pipeline for her own research, which differed from the situation in which Roger had initially
developed it. Her research involved capturing the presence of populations of phytoplankton in
a new site of data collection, the Amazon Plume region at the mouth of the Amazon River. This
effort surfaced a variety of issues. For instance, in parts of the cruise where the vessel entered an
Exclusive Economic Zone data could no longer be collected (by treaty) thus producing gaps in the
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data collection; In another situation all of the phytoplankton had been killed because the water
line had previously been bleached. Taken together these introduced a large number of gaps into
the datasets that would cause Roger’s scripts — developed in conditions of continuous unhindered
data production — to produce errors.

Addressing these problems became a coordinated effort between Roger and Harriett, but it was
initially difficult to figure out how the work could be accomplished between them. In an interview,
Harriet describes some frustration with the process:

“I think one difficulty that I perceived was that there wasn’t good communication
between the users and the developers. So like I was pulling extra hours, putting band-
aids on code, and I’m not sure anybody really knewwhat I was running into. Sometimes
I would- I think I submitted a couple of bug reports but mostly I just wanted to fix it
myself, because I wanted to have it work well enough so that I could have a chapter,
And I didn’t want to have to wait” (Harriett, Ph.D. Student).

Here Harriett uses the terms “users” and “developers” as a way of capturing a nascent distinction
in tasks in which the students would surface issues that emerged in their particular case, and Roger
would address them.

However this distinction is rendered more visible (to us and them) as it broke down [66]: Harriett
expressed that she was under the time pressure of finishing her dissertation, and Roger did not
have the time or energy to solve all the issues that were emerging. The result was that she ended up
making a lot of “workarounds” to get her version of the code working, rather than “universal fixes”
which would become permanent parts of the SeaFlow pipeline to be used by others. For instance,
she developed a more robust system for “flagging” data to deal with the problem of missing values
[29], but she never contributed it back to Roger’s version of the code, and it remained her own
custom code. Part of the difficulty also involved the tools for sharing and integrating code: Roger
was initially sharing versions of the scripts by email, and even when the project migrated to GitHub
neither Roger nor Harriett were particularly familiar with how to use it.
Repurposing the pipeline to this new project required addressing a variety of problems in

getting the software to run under new data collecting conditions, but it also meant working out a
coordination routine between “users” and “developers” on the team. Transitioning from a single
person’s end user development project — Roger with his synoptic view of all aspects of the software
pipeline – to adopting and adapting the code of a new user, with new purposes for the pipeline,
demanded the development of a new coordination routine and toolset across these contributors.
Distinctions between use and development, as well as the distinction between workarounds and
universal fixes, are relevant at this later time whereas they would have been meaningless in vignette
1 when Roger himself was developing the system for a single, immediate research problem. A new
use for the pipeline was indeed accomplished — Harriet used it for her dissertation research — but
it was somewhat awkward and frustrating to those involved due to the fact that they were in the
process of working out the relationships and routines that could support repurposing.

4.3 Vignette 3: An Emergent Distinction Between the Scientific and the Technical
Around the time of the events described in vignette 2, Brandon, a research consultant, began
working part time on the SeaFlow project. Brandon had long worked in the laboratory doing “script
jobs” for various researchers. Because of his software development experience, he came to play a
significant role in separating off tasks such as optimization and data storage and manipulation, and
finding ways of improving them.
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In an interview, Brandon described how he and Roger would use distinctions of “scientific” or
“technical” issues in order to prioritize and delegate work on the pipeline. These were important
ways of figuring out who would work on what:

“So in terms of how we go about determining what’s most essential, we try to separate
issues or concerns based on whether they are technical or perhaps more scientific in
nature as a first pass” (Brandon, Research Consultant).

He parsed things like optimizing certain steps of the data processing or moving the whole system
to a new file format as technical issues, while scientific concerns were things like assessing whether
changes in the data reflected instrumental effects or changes in phytoplankton populations.

Over time, some aspects of the work became firmly designated as technical matters. Some tasks,
such as optimization and database design, were so exclusively handled by Brandon using specialized
techniques, that Brandon worried that Roger would no longer be able to work on them. In discussing
how the development work had become more complex, Brandon referenced this divergence in
delegations as a primary concern:

“So one of the things I think about is, ok, I understand how it works, but is Roger going
to be able to maintain this code himself? And I don’t know if the answer is yes...These
[changes] are more complicated than just writing your normal R code, so, one of the
considerations is, are the people who are going to be responsible for maintaining this
software in the future...am I adding too much complexity and maintenance overhead in
the future? Is that justified by the value we’re adding?” (Brandon, Research Consultant).

This is an example of tasks that, over time, were strongly distinguished between contributors to
the pipeline. Roger and others continue to develop other aspects of the pipeline, without much
ongoing insight into the problem of optimization. It is precisely this separation of concerns that
worries Brandon in relation to the prospect of maintaining the software over time. Our focus here
is not so much the issue of maintenance specifically, but the increased complexity in task division
that becomes evident in Brandon’s concern.

Other kinds of work were not so easily separable. Brandon initially suggested that he was not as
closely involved in the scientific concerns raised by Roger or Yvonne (a research scientist on the
SeaFlow project):

"I should clarify that I typically don’t work on the more scientific concerns you hear
Roger or Yvonne discussing but it’s still important for me to have a handle as to what
those issues are since it can definitely have implications on what changes or refinements
need to be made to [SeaFlow]. So, like, the work around determining cell abundances
of different populations and assessing whether that count is accurate. For instance, did
the instrument’s laser affect the count somehow or is it because the cells themselves
have changed?" (Brandon, Research Consultant).

Note here the articulation of kinds of work, as Brandon distinguishes his own work from that of
Roger and Yvonne. He also describes scientific work as a separate sphere of activity which he does
not work on, but which he needs to track closely because these “scientific” concerns have close
contingency with how he needs to resolve “technical” concerns. As a scientific concern, he gives
the example of evaluating results from the pipeline as an effect of the instrument or of changes
in the populations of phytoplankton themselves. However, he immediately corrected himself and
suggested that the example he had picked was actually not entirely a scientific one:

"But now that I think about it...this issue is not really just a scientific concern one per
se. I guess it can also be considered a technical one in that I’ve been exploring ways to
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automatically find the bead coordinates and incorporate that into Popcycle’s filtering
step" (Brandon, Research Consultant).

Brandon explains that technical work on automatically finding beads used for calibrating the
instrument (see also [34]) would help resolve the issue of assigning data output to instrumental
effects or changes in the phenomenon. In this sense the scientific problems engaged by the team
are highly contingent on his technical work to the point that it is not possible to cleanly distinguish
it as a separate concern or as kinds of labor.
These examples demonstrate a gradient of problems, from situations where technical matters

and scientific matters were not cleanly separable (or not yet separable), to situations, such as with
optimization, in which a relatively firm distinction was accomplished between Brandon’s work
and the work of other contributors. As Brandon indicates in the first quotation above, this was
a process. Through ongoing discussion in meetings and the repeated delegation of work, tasks
such as optimization could be distinguished from work now considered only scientific. These
distinctions had substance, in that they serve to articulate labor and facilitate coordination across a
complex interdependent task, and, as Brandon points out, they have consequences for the ongoing
maintenance of the project. However, these distinctions had to be worked out through the repeated
negotiation and delegation of work; they were not tidy, innate distinctions available to begin with,
and in some cases they never became so.

4.4 Vignette 4: “Downstream” Data Users
This final vignette describes an effort to repurpose the pipeline for a new community of downstream
data users which occurred some years after the first effort described in vignette 2. By this time the
SeaFlow pipeline had become a more robust tool, with data products from the pipeline had begun to
circulate amongst oceanographers beyond the original development team. Here we focus on Roger’s
efforts to effectively account for the work of pipeline development (and data production) to more
“distant” (geographically, disciplinarily, and in terms of integration with the original development
team) goings-on within the SeaFlow project with the work of data analysis occurring in these
different “downstream” sites of work.
Beginning in 2018, the SeaFlow team developed a new branch of the pipeline which would

produce a new data type, carbon biomass measurements. This new data type would represent
populations of phytoplankton in terms of the amount of carbon biomass, rather than number of
organisms, and it could potentially connect the pipeline project with a new group of downstream
stakeholders in the fields of chemical oceanography and oceanographic modeling who needed
that measure. A chemical oceanographer at the University of Washington explained how this
relationship emerged:

“Roger helped us partly because we requested it and he also saw the value in doing so.
I mean we’re not the only ones that need the data to be in carbon units, there are other
chemists and modelers in the community who share this need as well” (Iris, Chemical
Oceanography Faculty Member).

Iris’s reference to “the community” here gathers together a handful of research groups who
would need carbon biomass measurements in order to use SeaFlow data, including the modeling
groups, who also used carbon biomass rather than abundance counts. Through meetings with
Iris and other researchers in chemical and modeling groups, Roger established carbon biomass
measurements as a shared need across many groups, and in producing these measurements this new
“community” would be brought into the orbit of the pipeline as an important group of stakeholders.

Configuring a relationship with this new group of stakeholders required further work, however.
In particular, when Roger met with a research scientist from a modeling group, she indicated that
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they would need error estimates, which provide a statistical account of the uncertainty in both the
accuracy and precision of the SeaFlow instrument’s measurements. Ideally, these estimates would
be propagated through the pipeline’s various steps to account for cumulative error which might
emerge in the final product. The provision of error estimates was also a non-trivial endeavor in
that it subjected the processes of the pipeline to a new set of evaluative criteria. Roger described it
as a benefit of working with modeling groups that they would question the quality of the data in
ways that he felt contributed to the rigor of the pipeline’s processing steps:

“Because they are people who — they don’t want just a number. They want to have a
whole — how confident you are that this number is this? What tools, what statistics
did you use to infer this data?” (Roger, Principal Research Scientist).

These requirements are in part an aspect of the distance between the work of the modelers and
the work of developing the SeaFlow pipeline. We use “distance” here with manifold meanings,
such as geographic dispersion, but also in terms of new user’s familiarity with the instrument and
processing steps. Roger described a kind of “transparency” between these two sites of work, and
compared it to processes in place in other highly established data production pipelines:

“They forced us biologists to make the whole process transparent. For example, right
now, with Griffin we are trying to estimate uncertainties in every step, which is if you
look at NASA projects, they do this. Of course, we have to do this. How do you know
that the data that you give is any good?” (Roger, Principal Research Scientist).

Roger and other members of the project had to actively produce an account of their work which
could make it comprehensible to the modelers. “Transparency” here was not some full or complete
visibility into the details of the code or the development process, but rather a minimum necessary
account that would facilitate work between the pipeline and a number of “downstream” sites of
work. As long as the correct form of the data and appropriate metadata were provided (carbon
biomass measurements and uncertainty estimates) the chemical and modeling groups could work
with the data products despite having little interaction with or access to the development of the
pipeline or the specifics of the software.
The relationship configured with this new community of data users was distinctly different

from our previous examples, as it involved an arm’s length relationship with a larger group of
researchers. Here we can see the construction of a community and their requirements, not unlike
the construction of a “generic need” [52], as well as the configuration of that relationship through
the design of data and metadata. Although particular practices, such as providing error estimates,
were not needed in interactions with other stakeholders within the lab, they eventually became
commonsensical aspects of the relationship with this new community of users, as is evident in
Roger’s suggestion above that “...of course we have to do this”. As we have shown throughout, novel
technical capacities for the pipeline were accompanied by organizational change and pathways for
coordination across heterogenous and “distant” users. While we have discussed one instance of
coordination across heterogenous disciplinary groups, it was understood that carbon biomass data
would thereafter also be of use to additional user groups. At this later time multiple stakeholders
were involved in developing metadata, for and of the pipeline, for the purposes of serving additional
scientific communities and in anticipation of currently unknown research questions. This process
resulted in the extension of the software at many points in the pipeline in order to generate the
appropriate metadata, as well as prompting the SeaFlow project team to reevaluate the pipeline in
terms of statistical error.
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5 DISCUSSION
The longitudinal view of the SeaFlow project allows us to examine how diverse and interdependent
tasks were negotiated and redelegated over time. We first discuss how this highlights ongoing
organizing work as part of the project and the difficulty of making research software repurposable.
We then connect this organizing work, the production of interdependent roles and responsibilities,
to core tensions in the larger problematic of research software.

5.1 Articulating Pipeline Development Work
Our characterization of the SeaFlow project’s transition is a growth and differentiation of relations,
such that by the end of our account there are multiple interested stakeholders with distinct but
mutually interdependent lines of work. To become infrastructural the pipeline must serve many
different interests and become ready-to-hand for a variety of different groups engaged in different
problems. Moreover, it must facilitate repurposing to as of yet unknown use cases. Through
interactions with new stakeholders, distinctions emerge between “scientific” and “technical” work,
between “users” and “developers” (both of whom are biologists), and between the work of the
pipeline project and a “community” of downstream data users. The articulation of these delegations
and their respective work was central to the process of making the SeaFlow pipeline and its data
products repurposable. They were productive in that they aided the SeaFlow project members in
managing an increasing amount and variety of work that needed to be accomplished, but they are
also ways of reconciling tensions that emerge as the pipeline attempts to traverse increasingly
varied sets of practices.

We point to the use of terms here (e.g., “users” and “developers”) because they help illustrate the
distinction, but these articulations were differences in the kinds of work members of the project
took on, what aspects of the project were visible to them, and the relationship their work had with
the work of others. Similar to Strauss’[68] discussion of the segmentation of subworlds, difference
and connection is produced through the creation of junctures, interfaces, and intersections. These
articulations were materially instantiated, involving changes to, with, and around the code of the
pipeline. Different lines of work were mediated through GitHub, through the creation of datasets
with specific formats, or between different technologies or programming languages. Many of these
dynamics are familiar to the field of CSCW. Hoeppe [25] studied the way that datasets become
instructing artifacts — although in our case it is through both changes to data fields as well as
the construction of metadata elements. Similar to the astronomical catalogue Hoeppe studied,
SeaFlow data becomes “hard” when it comes to enable diverse uses coherently and was also made
accountable to (different) research objects. As in Pollock, Williams, and D’Adderio’s [52] account
of generification of software systems: Roger and others on project engage in the structuring of
stakeholder groups, such as modelers or biologists focused on particular research areas, and the
construction of communities and their generic needs.
One observation from these findings is simply that becoming infrastructural was not just a

characteristic of the codebase, but of the organization of work within the SeaFlow project and
between the project members and a variety of new stakeholders. Moreover, the research pipeline is
a resource that is continually in the making. Pipelines and workflows are often taken in terms of
their “runtime” chronology, as a sequence of processing steps through which a particular dataset is
transformed. This is certainly an important dynamic in the development of a pipeline [57], but as a
number of scholars have pointed out, thinking of pipelines and workflows in these rigidly linear
terms can be limiting [7, 71]. Understanding the continual change of these sequences — for instance,
how the addition of later steps lead to the alteration of earlier ones — requires examination of the
negotiations between stakeholders, and the continual reorganization of the work of developing the
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pipeline. This follows the chronology of the pipeline as it develops as a project, through continual
redesign and iteration. In the work of pipeline development coordination, articulation work and
articulation process are not puzzles to be “solved” and put away. There is continuity of challenges
and opportunities as new people join, funding channels become available, the pipeline is leveraged
against new research questions, and new kinds of data and metadata are made available. These
opportunities and challenges not only have consequences for the code itself, but also for the
organization of work on the project.

5.2 Scientific and Technical Entanglements in Research Software
Our findings also force us to consider the pipeline project, and in this case the laboratory, as a
site where subworlds [68] come together or are created rather than just as a place for the hyper-
specialization of a single line of work: that of a specific subfield or subdiscipline. By the end of
our data collection for this paper, the SeaFlow project had brought together researchers focused
on oceanographic research questions, contributors focused on the better development of research
software, research scientists overseeing data collection and quality assessment, and those building
the hardware of a cytometer. This particular project and lab are somewhat atypical in this regard:
the SeaFlow Project is an instrument-building project in a large and comparatively well-funded
research lab, which has the means to bring diverse skill sets to bear on research problems. However,
the instrument-building, interdisciplinary, and outreach-oriented nature of this site make it a good
case for examining dynamics that may be unfolding in other sites in similar ways [78].
Following the organizational shifts in a site such as this can help us characterize a particular

difficulty of the problem of scientific software. Research software emerges in one consideration as
a matter of software engineering, beholden to a set of software development best practices, while
in other considerations its only criteria for quality are the scientific problems of a grad student
or researcher. The tension between these different priorities is a persistent theme in discussions
around scientific software, including in scientists’ mixed reactions to the injunction to learn software
engineering practices [77], as well as in the tangled and sometimes disjoint motivations for software
work and scientific work [27]. Paine and Lee [47] observed a similar dynamic, in which work might
be regarded as extra “janitorial” work, but is nevertheless deeply integrated with and constructive
of scientific knowledge.
Given this entanglement, it is increasingly clear that the project of building repurposable tools

in the sciences will not be limited to the adoption of a best practices by researchers, but will have
implications for the kinds of people present in academic research labs, the interrelations between
their different skill sets, and the kinds of tasks that constitute scientific work versus other kinds
of work. This is apparent in the growing body of work on research software engineering and
cyberinfrastructure personnel [4]. In our case it is most visible in Roger and Brandon’s efforts
to distinguish technical and scientific problems, an endeavor that is sometimes productive and
sometimes impossible. Part of CSCW’s contribution to understanding research software develop-
ment is to examine these distinctions and interrelations between tasks and kinds of work as the
object of coordinative work. The domains of “scientific” and “technical” are not ready-made, as in
Latour’s [36] characterization of ready-made science, but rather are worked out through coordina-
tive practice. Such distinctions are both outcomes and resources for the organization of scientific
work. Moreover, developing methods for bringing together the skills, tasks, priorities, workflows,
values, and practices–the collaborative milieu–around software pipelines will be important for the
progress in collaborative science.
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6 CONCLUSION
Software pipelines, as embedded in work practices, are core information infrastructure. In knowl-
edge building projects, such as in our field site where new methods and knowledge are being
continually created, the challenge is great because the targets are always moving. In this paper
we have explored various distinctions made about the work of software development that come
to bear on how work is divided across academic research labs. More targeted investigations are
needed into how software pipelines and the organization of work in research teams co-evolve.
Designing, developing, maintaining, and sustaining infrastructural systems will require closer
attention to these kinds of sociotechnical concerns, and it is likely that more long-term studies,
such as this one, will be useful for finding answers. The ocean scientists in this study span a
wide gamut of disciplines and consequently grapple with diverse instruments, datasets, metadata,
methods, research interests, development interests, levels of job security, and reward structures. If
we understand infrastructure development as necessitating engagement from diverse stakeholders
and communities that come and go and participate in very different ways [19, 48], how can we best
support those engagements over time? With the proliferation of information infrastructure and
software platforms, studying pipelines as emergent, sociotechnical phenomena will be of increasing
importance for users, researchers, developers and also for funders and national infrastructure policy
makers. In practice, these pipelines are sociotechnical systems and CSCW technologies that are
meant to support communities with diverse interests and ways of doing things.

6.1 Limitations and Future Work
Due to limitations of scope, we were not able to pay close attention to the design and collection of
the SeaFlow data products. There have for a long time been calls to situate data products within
the context of particular working arrangements[71, 72, 76], and we feel that the pipeline as a
research object has the potential to bridge research on scientific software and research on the
exchange and design of data. Following the longitudinal development of a pipeline allows for the
examination of the emergence and evolution of data types in relation to the development of the
instrument that produces them — how data types emerge and take shape as well as how new uses
of data prompt reworking of the instruments and software that produce them. Moreover, it allows
us to examine how problems of provenance and “data shadows” [39] emerge as the set of work
processes surrounding the pipeline become more complex and actors run into problems with a lack
of visibility into each other’s work. This potential exists as long as we approach the pipeline not as
a linear set of software components (as the pipeline exists at one particular “runtime”). Instead,
we must collectively take into account the process of developing those components as well as the
practices for using them over time.
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